Nonfiction and Poetry Bios

Sketch*
NON FICTION BIOS

Ryan Pesch is a senior who used to be an aspiring writer. He now plans on pursuing something that will make him money somewhere that will accept him. In addition to careers, he also quits sports.

Jason Arment says Down with the Fed! Hail Eris!

Carolyn Ries is from Hastings Minnesota. She is a junior in Genetics, and enjoys reading, writing, and anything that makes her laugh.

POETRY BIOS

Caitlyn Warner is a graduating senior who wants to use her love of animals and writing skills to influence a vast army in her goals to create a safe world for domestic and wildlife alike.

Ryan Pesch is a senior who used to be an aspiring writer. He now plans on pursuing something that will make him money somewhere that will accept him. In addition to careers, he also quits sports.

Jason Parry was born in the state of Washington. He lived in NY for most of my life, moved out to IA for his fiancée, became a proud IA resident and when she became his ex-fiancée he had good fuel for the writing fires. He just got back from his second trip to Belize doing research on Belizean English Kriol and on Malaria. Astronomy and Microbiology were his original majors, then he switched to Literature. Going back to Alaska is high on his list of things to do this summer.

Patrick Cooney is a senior graduating with a B.A. in history. His plans after graduation include traveling out west, developing his art, and working towards bringing America back to the political left.

Joshua Tenney has a major in English Literary Studies.

Matthew Hurley is a senior with a Liberal Studies major. He is an aspiring young poet and musician.

Xavier Navarro was born and raised on the island of Puerto Rico. He writes in both poetry and fiction drawing from inspiration by the likes of Junot Diaz, Charles Bukowski, Pablo Neruda, and T.S. Eliot.